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We studied AlGaN/GaN high electron mobility transistors grown on a SiC substrate. They had a hard breakdown voltage VBR ⩾ 70 V under a deep
OFF-state with a much less and softer VBR ∼ 27 V for near-threshold OFF-state gate bias conditions. We established that the low, soft breakdown
is due to space charge limited current (SCLC) from drain to source via the GaN buffer, which has deep traps. Previous works had established the
presence of SCLC from bulk to gate and drain to gate. For the first time we establish drain to source SCLC. We achieved this by analyzing the
IDS–VDS data extracted from the measured IS–VDS. We determined the following by numerical simulation: (a) the density and energy level of traps
causing the observed SCLC; (b) the minimum trap density required to suppress the SCLC and raise the VBR up to the avalanche limit for the whole
OFF-state regime for devices with a channel length down to 0.15 μm. © 2019 The Japan Society of Applied Physics

1. Introduction

Wide-bandgap AlGaN/GaN high electron mobility transistors
(HEMTs) are promising candidates for next-generation communication systems1) and power switching applications.2)
This is because of the high concentration and mobility of
carriers in their channel and the large critical electric ﬁeld,
EC, of GaN (∼3 MV cm−1).3) Their operational frequency
can be raised by shortening their channel, but this can
increase the OFF-state drain leakage. Several authors have
reported OFF-state drain leakages of 0.1–1 mA mm−1 caused
by reverse gate leakage,4) punch-through5,6) or surface
leakage.7,8) Increased drain leakage can reduce the OFF-state
breakdown voltage, VBR, below the avalanche limit. The
analysis and mitigation of such a reduction in VBR is
the subject of the present paper.
Increased drain leakage can ‘soften’ or round off the sharp
corner of the rapidly rising portion of the drain current, ID,
versus drain to source voltage, VDS, curve associated with
avalanche breakdown. Hence, VBR in a HEMT is usually
deﬁned in terms of the magnitude rather than the slope of ID,
as the value of VDS at which ID = 1 mA mm−1 (see, e.g.,
Refs. 6 and 9). This is the deﬁnition of VBR employed
throughout the present work.
The present work reports a study of the OFF-state VBR of
devices fabricated by us that have a channel length of 0.7 μm
and a GaN buffer thickness of 2.5 μm. These devices have
well behaved ON-state ID versus gate-source bias, VGS,
curves (see Fig. 1(a)), and their deep OFF-state VBR is hard
with a value of 70 V or more, which is the signature of
avalanche breakdown [see Fig. 1(b)]. However, the nearthreshold OFF-state VBR of these devices is soft and as low as
27 V [see Fig. 1(b)]. The present work provides an in-depth
analysis and mitigation strategy for this low, soft nearthreshold VBR, some aspects of which were presented in
our prior preliminary study.10) Such a detailed investigation
is necessary and signiﬁcant, considering that in the
literature11) devices with similar dimensions to ours have
shown almost the same measured VBR of ∼150 V under both
near-threshold and deep OFF-state VGS conditions.
In our preliminary work,10) we tried to infer the mechanism
of the drain to source current in our devices from their

measured ID–VDS characteristics. However, both source current, IS, and gate current, IG, contribute to ID, so that in
principle IG can also inﬂuence the ID–VDS curve. Consequently,
any inference regarding the mechanism of the drain to source
current is best drawn from the drain to source current, IDS–VDS,
curve rather than the ID–VDS curve. Hence, in the present work,
we show how the IDS–VDS curve can be extracted from the
measured IS–VDS data and analyzed to reveal its space charge
limited current (SCLC) nature. Further, we show how the
energy location, EAT, and density, NAT, of acceptor traps
causing the SCLC can be determined from IDS–VDS simulations. Furthermore, we use IDS–VDS simulations to estimate the
minimum NAT required to improve the VBR of devices having
channel lengths from 0.7 μm to 0.15 μm to the avalanche limit;
this is done for two-dimensional electron gas (2-DEG)
concentrations of ns = 9.67 × 1012 cm−2 and 2 × 1013 cm−2.
These NAT values are useful for designing the buffer layers of
short-channel devices so that avalanche VBR is achieved over
the entire sub-threshold regime.
Section 2 describes the device fabrication and measurement procedure. Section 3 gives the method of extracting
IDS–VDS from measured data. The mechanism of low VBR at
near-threshold gate bias is discussed in Sect. 4. Extraction of
the trap parameters causing the IDS is explained in Sect. 5. In
Sect. 6, we estimate the minimum NAT required to improve
the VBR of devices with varying channel lengths.
2. Device fabrication and measurements

The devices studied had the structure shown in Fig. 2. They
were fabricated at the Solid State Physics Laboratory (SSPL),
New Delhi. The source/drain contacts were made of Ti/Al/Ni/
Au. The metal layers were deposited by e-beam evaporation,
lithographed and annealed using rapid thermal processing
(RTP) to make them ohmic. MESA isolation regions of the
active layer were deﬁned using photolithography, dry etched
with chlorine-ion bombardment and the photoresist layer was
removed in oxygen plasma. A thick 105 nm SiN passivation
layer was deposited. A centrally placed Ni/Au Schottky type
gate with length LG and width WG, equal to 0.7 μm and
150 μm, respectively, was deposited by e-beam evaporation
and deﬁned by lift-off. The devices had a source to drain
spacing LSD of 4 μm or 8 μm.
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Measured characteristics of devices with LSD = 4 μm and 8 μm: (a) ON-state ID–VGS curves at small VDS; (b) ID–VDS curves for nearthreshold OFF-state, i.e. VGS = VT − 0.5 = −4.1 V, and deep OFF-state, i.e. VGS = −7.0 V.

3. Extraction of the IDS–VDS curve from
measurements

Fig. 2. Structure and biasing of devices studied in this work.

A room temperature 2-DEG density of 9.67 × 1012 cm−2
was obtained from Hall effect measurements. Current–
voltage measurements were done using a B1500A semiconductor parameter analyzer manufactured by Keysight
Technologies. The threshold voltage, VT, was extracted by
extrapolating the measured ID–VGS curve at VDS = 0.1 V to
the VGS axis [see Fig. 1(a)]. The VT of both LSD = 4 μm
and LSD = 8 μm devices turned out to be equal to –3.6 V.
The near-VT OFF-state currents were measured at
VGS = VT − 0.5 V = −4.1 V. Figure 3(a) shows the relative
magnitudes of measured ID, IS and IG for various VDS.
Figure 3(b) shows the IS–VDS behavior of the two devices on
a semi-log plot to reveal the nuances of the behavior and the
strategy for extracting the IDS–VDS behavior analyzed in the
next section.

Figure 4 shows the possible internal current paths between
the pairs of device terminals. From here, IDS can be expressed
as either IDS = IS + ISG or IDS = ID − IDG, where ISG and IDG
are components of IG ﬂowing into the gate from source and
drain, that dependent on VGS and VDG, respectively. Of these
components, ISG can be assumed to be constant as VDS is
varied, since VGS remains constant; however, IDG varies with
VDS = VDG + VGS. Hence, it is more convenient to extract IDS
using IDS = IS + ISG rather than IDS = ID − IDG. Now, we
have IDS = 0 at VDS = 0, so that ISG is the magnitude of IS at
VDS = 0, and can be taken to be constant at this value when
VDS is changed. Thus, IDS is extracted as the sum of IS and
the magnitude of IS at VDS = 0. Note that IS is negative, i.e. it
ﬂows into the source terminal at VDS = 0, and becomes
progressively positive as VDS is increased, crossing zero at
VDS values for which the semi-log IS–VDS plot shows a sharp
dip [see Fig. 3(b)]. Figure 5(a) shows the IDS–VDS behavior
extracted as above for the two devices on a linear plot.
4. Mechanism of the low breakdown at near-threshold
gate bias

The IDS–VDS behavior shown in Fig. 5(a) cannot be attributed
to resistive ﬂow via the GaN buffer since the curves are
highly non-linear and almost independent of LSD, i.e. almost
same for both devices. Below, we establish that SCLC is the
mechanism of the observed drain to source current.
The SCLC mechanism has been typically observed in
insulators or wide-bandgap materials and was explained in

Fig. 3. (Color online) Measured near-threshold OFF-state current–voltage characteristics for devices with LSD = 4 μm and 8 μm: (a) terminal currents versus
drain–source bias on a linear plot; (b) source current versus drain–source bias on a semi-log plot.
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Fig. 4. Possible current paths from drain/source to gate and drain to source
via GaN buffer layer in the OFF-state.

detail by Lampert and Mark.12) Space charge effects in
the presence of shallow traps in the AlGaN layer of an
AlGaN/GaN HEMT were observed from gate leakage
measurements.13) Reference 14, modeled the surface leakage
conduction in the gate–drain access region of a GaN HEMT
using SCLC. Vertical breakdown due to SCLC was reported
in a C-doped GaN buffer in two-terminal GaN diodes.15)
Further, Ref. 16 explained the presence of SCLC due to deep
traps in a rectiﬁed contact for n-type GaN ﬁlms using
current–voltage characteristics.
Prior works published in the literature have established an
SCLC path between the gate and bulk in devices with Si
substrates,17) and between the gate and drain13,14) independent of the substrate in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. A report18)
suggesting the possibility of SCLC from drain to source in
AlGaN/GaN HEMTs lacked direct concrete evidence. This is
because the suggestion of SCLC was inferred from an
analysis of the current in isolated GaN layers rather than in
HEMTs, where the electrons ﬂow not only into the drain but
also into the gate. In contrast, our work directly analyzes the
IS data in a HEMT after eliminating the contribution to this
current from the gate.
To establish that the mechanism of IDS is indeed SCLC, we
plot the IDS–VDS data of Fig. 5(a) on a log–log plot as in
Fig. 5(b). The log–log behavior resembles that SCLC in the
presence of deep traps, as explained in Refs. 13 and 15. From
Fig. 5(b), it is clear that ohmic conduction of free carriers is
dominant in the low-voltage region. This is because at small
VDS the electrons injected from the contact ﬁll the deep traps
rather than the conduction band, so that the electron
concentration in the conduction band is independent of the

applied voltage; thus IDS versus VDS is linear. Once VDS
exceeds VTFL (TFL standing for the trap ﬁlled limit), all
injected electrons appear in the conduction band and their
concentration increases rapidly causing the rapid rise in
current [see Fig. 5(b)]. While a rise in IDS with slope = 2 is
an indicator of ideal SCLC in an insulator, the slope in
Fig. 5(b) (>2) signiﬁes SCLC in the presence of traps. The
slowing down of the rate of increase at high VDS can be
attributed to the presence of a multiple traps, i.e. traps
distributed over energy as suggested in Ref. 15.
Based on the above analysis of IDS, we can say that the
electrons causing SCLC originate from the source contact
and their current is high due to the inadequate resistivity of
the GaN buffer layer. The presence of SCLC current is the
sign that buffer traps exist and compensate for the unintentional shallow donors. Traps in the buffer can be due to deep
acceptors formed either extrinsically by introducing C or Fe
during growth19) or intrinsically by changing the reactor
pressure and growth temperature.20) In our devices the
acceptor traps were formed by the latter technique. On the
other hand, shallow donors21) in our GaN buffer grown by
metalorganic chemical vapor deposition are due to oxygen or
nitrogen vacancies whose concentration is in the range of
1014–1015 cm−3. Hence, an uncompensated buffer would not
show SCLC. The parameters of the traps causing SCLC are
extracted below.
5. Trap parameter extraction

We used the TCAD simulator from Silvaco22) to extract the
density NAT of traps and their energy location with respect to
conduction band energy, EC – EAT. The device structure
shown in Fig. 2 was used in these simulations. The 2-DEG
concentration was set equal to the Hall measured value of
9.67 × 1012 cm−2. We assumed a donor concentration
ND = 1 × 1015 cm−3, but our extracted values were found
to be only marginally sensitive to the value of ND in the range
1014–1015 cm−3. Following previous work,23,24) the gate
work function was taken as 5.2 V. The FLDMOB25) mobility
model was employed. We did not include any gate leakage
models to ensure that current ﬂows from drain to source only.
To develop a systematic procedure for parameter extraction, we identify the regions of the IDS–VDS curve affected by
the trap energy and trap density. Figure 6(a) shows the
simulated IDS–VDS for a nominal NAT = 9 × 1015 cm−3 and
different EAT, while Fig. 6(b) shows the simulated IDS–VDS
for a nominal EC − EAT = 0.47 eV and different NAT. The

Fig. 5. (Color online) Near-threshold OFF-state IDS–VDS behavior extracted from the IS–VDS data of Fig. 3(b): (a) linear plot highlighting the non-resistive
behavior; (b) log–log plot highlighting the SCLC behavior.
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Fig. 6. (Color online) Simulated near-threshold OFF-state IDS–VDS curves at VGS = −4.1 V for a device with LSD = 4 μm to highlight the sensitivity of the
curves to trap energy level (a) and trap density (b).

Fig. 7. Simulated (lines) and measured (points) near-threshold OFF-state IDS–VDS data at VGS = −4.1 V.

nominal EC − EAT was chosen to be around the middle of
the 0.35–0.63 eV range reported in the literature.26,27) The
nominal value of NAT was chosen to be >ND based on the
fact that the ionized NAT is a small fraction of NAT due to
the deep location of EAT, and the ionized NAT compensates
for the unintentional ND by reducing the free carrier
concentration contributing to the leakage current. It is seen
that EC − EAT inﬂuences the slowly rising portion of the
IDS–VDS curve whereas NAT inﬂuences the rapidly rising
portion.
Based on the above, we ﬁrst extract EAT by adjusting this
parameter to match the slowly rising portion of the simulated
IDS (for a nominal NAT) with the measured data. Next, keeping
EAT at this extracted value, we adjust NAT to match the
simulated IDS in the rapidly rising portion to the corresponding
measured data. The extracted parameter values and the
simulated as well as measured IDS–VDS curves are given in
Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). The extracted EC − EAT of 0.47–0.475 eV
lies in the range 0.35–0.63 eV reported in literature,26,27) and
the extracted NAT of (9.41–9.9) × 1015 cm−3 is of the order of
ND but higher, as the ionized NAT is a small fraction of NAT due
to the deep location of EAT. The extracted values of NAT and
EC − EAT of the 8 μm device are close those of the 4 μm
device. This is reasonable since both devices are fabricated on
the same wafer and located near to each other.
Further conﬁrmation of the reasonableness of NAT can be
ascertained with the help of the formula
VTFL =

qNAT L2
2eS

(1 )

reported in Refs. 15 and 18 where L is the distance between the
electrodes, q is the electronic charge and ɛS is the permittivity
of the semiconductor. Substituting the values of VTFL from
Fig. 5(b), NAT from Fig. 7 and ɛS = 8.4 × 10−13 F cm−1, we
get L = 1.35 and 1.4 μm for the LSD = 4 and 8 μm devices,
respectively. These values of L are reasonable since the
effective gate length is greater than 0.7 μm due to the virtual
gate extension28) and L is greater than the effective gate length
because the SCLC path beneath the gate is curved (see Fig. 4).
There is a mismatch between the measured and simulated
IDS–VDS data for VDS > VTFL. One reason for this could be
that the measured data correspond to multiple trap levels, as
explained in Sect. 4, while simulation assumes a single trap
level. However, the assumption of a single trap level is
adequate for modeling other aspects of the current–voltage
curve. Thus, as shown in Fig. 8, the ID–VGS curve simulated
using the extracted parameters matches with measured data
near VT which is sensitive to NAT. This ensures conﬁdence in
the extracted parameter values.
6. Near-threshold breakdown voltage enhancement

Since the device should switch OFF rapidly as VGS is reduced
below VT, a high IDS at VGS = VT − 0.5 V such as that
analyzed above is undesirable. Having identiﬁed the mechanism of this near-VT OFF-state IDS, we can now discuss a
way to suppress it and raise VBR to the avalanche limit. This
limit is achieved by raising VBR due to SCLC, denoted as
VBR,SCLC, well beyond that due to avalanche, denoted as
VBR,avalanche. Here VBR,avalanche and VBR,SCLC are the values of
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Fig. 8. Simulated (lines) and measured (points) ON-state ID–VGS data at VDS = 0.1 V.

Fig. 9. (Color online) (a) Simulated near-threshold OFF-state IDS–VDS curves at VGS = −4.1 V with and without impact ionization for different NAT; 2-DEG
concentration = 9.67 × 1012 cm−2, LG = 0.7 μm, LSD = 4 μm. The impact ionization parameters are: AN = AP = 2.4 × 108 cm−1, BN = BP = 1.9 × 107 V
cm−1. (b) Solid circles represent the VBR ratio and VBR,avalanche versus NAT obtained from (a). Open circles represent results for AN = AP = 6 × 108 cm−1,
BN = BP = 1.8 × 107 V cm−1.

VDS at IDS = 1 mA mm−1 on the simulated IDS–VDS curves
with and without impact ionization, respectively. In our
work, we target the condition VBR,SCLC = 1.25VBR,avalanche
by increasing the NAT to suppress the SCLC. We determine
this NAT using TCAD simulation.
To illustrate this approach, Fig. 9(a) gives the simulated
IDS–VDS curves with and without impact ionization for LSD =
4 μm, VGS = −4.1 V and increasing NAT. Here, the SELB29)
impact ionization model with parameter values of AN =
AP = 2.4 × 108 cm−1, BN = BP = 1.9 × 107 V cm−1 was employed. Using the data of Fig. 9(a), we plot in Fig. 9(b) the NAT
dependence of the VBR,SCLC/VBR,avalanche ratio as well as
VBR,avalanche. From here, we ﬁnd that the VBR ratio = 1.25 and
VBR,avalanche = 92 V for NAT = 2.8 × 1016 cm−3, which is the
minimum NAT required to achieve avalanche VBR. Figure 9(b)
also gives the results for a different set of impact ionization
parameters (i.e. AN = AP = 6 × 108 cm−1, BN = BP = 1.8 ×
107 V cm−1) which lead to a VBR ratio of 1.25 for NAT =
2.25 × 1016 cm−3 at which VBR,avalanche = 68 V. Thus, a 26%
decrease in VBR,avalanche reduces the minimum NAT required to
achieve the avalanche limit by 20%, i.e. by about 0.8 times the
decrease in VBR,avalanche. This decrease in NAT can be traced to
the increase in the buffer electron concentration required to
increase the SCLC current and decrease VBR,SCLC by 26% in
response to the 26% decrease in VBR,avalanche.
Based on the NAT values in Fig. 9(b), we infer that the NAT
induced in our devices intrinsically by changing the reactor
pressure and growth temperature is not adequate. Extrinsic
means such as Fe or C doping should be used to increase NAT
by a factor of 3. Although the simulations in Fig. 9(a) show

that further increase of NAT will increase VBR, this will reduce
reliability and is therefore not desirable. Increase in VBR
beyond this point, if required, can be achieved through other
means such as the use of a ﬁeld plate.23)
For the beneﬁt of device designers, Fig. 10 reports our
estimations of the minimum NAT and VBR,avalanche for LG
down to 0.15 μm for two different 2-DEG concentrations of
ns0 = 9.67 × 1012 cm−2 and 2 × 1013 cm−2. Shorter channel
devices are seen to require higher values of NAT. This can be
traced to the need to reduce the buffer electron concentration
for limiting IDS to 1 mA mm−1 at breakdown when LG is
reduced. Thus, the thrust towards shorter channel devices
raises the demand for good insulating GaN buffer layers.
Although we have used LGD = LSG = 1.65 μm to generate
these data, the results depend on LG rather than LGD = LSG
and hence are more general. Further, we used the impact
ionization parameters which give VBR = 92 V for a 0.7 μm
device because in the literature11,30) the VBR of devices with
LG = 0.5–0.7 μm has ranged between 70 and 160 V. If the
VBR of the device designer differs from that shown in Fig. 10,
following the discussion above, NAT should be scaled by
about 0.8 times the VBR difference factor. The decrease of
VBR with reduction in LG as in Fig. 10 is consistent with
reports in the literature, e.g. VBR = 50 V for LG = 0.25 μm31)
but VBR = 28 V for LG = 0.1 μm;32) this behavior has been
attributed to short-channel effects.31,32) On the other hand,
VBR decreases with ns0 for the same reason as VBR of a
junction decreases with doping. Lower VBR at higher ns0
translates to reduced NAT, for reasons explained in the
previous paragraph.
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(Color online) Minimum NAT and VBR, avalanche versus gate length.

7. Conclusions

We have identiﬁed space charge limited drain to source current
as a possible mechanism for the low OFF-state breakdown
voltage of short-channel GaN HEMTs biased at near-threshold
gate bias conditions. Numerical simulation of the measured
current behavior yielded a GaN buffer trap density of NAT
∼ 1 × 1016 cm−3 located about 0.47 eV below the conduction
band edge. Simulations were also used to estimate the increase
in NAT necessary for suppressing the SCLC so as to raise VBR
up to the avalanche limit in the entire OFF-state regime. We
found that for a 2-DEG concentration of 9.67 × 1012 cm−2 the
minimum NAT required for SCLC suppression increases from
2.9 × 1016 cm−3 to 2 × 1017 cm−3 for reduction in the gate
length from 0.7 μm to 0.15 μm; if the 2-DEG concentration is
raised to 2 × 1013 cm−2, this NAT ranges from 2 × 1016 cm−3
to 1.8 × 1017 cm−3.
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